
Extending Electric Motor Life

Electric motor horsepower ratings and life expectancy projec-
tions supplied by manufacturers are well-established and are based
on the following standardized operating conditions:

ambient or surrounding air temperature less than 104°F (40°C)
altitudes lower than 3,300 feet above sea level (decreased air
density reduces motor cooling)
clean ventilation openings
strict adherence to nameplate service factor limitations
nameplate (rated) voltage supplied at motor terminals.

Heat is the main cause of reduced motor life. When the above
conditions are met, a continuous-duty electric motor is designed
to produce its rated horsepower output without overheating and
damaging the insulation on the motor coil windings. Expected
motor life under proper operating conditions is S to 10 years of
continuous operationactually up to 20 years of 6-month-long
irrigation seasons. Any operation at internal motor temperatures
beyond nameplate ratings will reduce motor life.

Electric motors can and will carry an overload. However,
under the operating conditions that exist for most agricultural
applications, electric motor life is often shortened by overloading,
exposure to weather, and improper maintenance.

Heat tolerance of motors
Although the electric motor is very efficient in converting

electrical energy to mechanical energy (about 88% or higher for
motors above 25 horsepower), considerable energy is converted
to heat. The manufacturer incorporates necessary cooling devices
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Motor nameplates provide important and useful information to help in
properly matching motor to load situation:

FRAME and TYPE "NEMA "designations forframe
INS ULA TION CLASS or CLASStype of insulation used on windings
IDENTIFICA TIONmanufacturer's serial number
HPhorsepower output rating of motor
RPMfull load speed in revolutions per minute
VOLTSrated voltage for operation
AMPSrated current (amperage) at full load
CYCLES or HER TZ design frequency of motor
SF or SER VICE FACTORamount of load or overload motor can carry

on continuous basis at rated voltage, frequency, temperature, and
altitude

DUTY or TIMEtime rating of motorthat is, continuous or specific
limited time period

AMBIENTmaximum surrounding air temperature for motor operation
RISE or TEMPERA TURF RISEextent (usually in °C) internal motor

temperature can exceed maximum ambient temperature at rated load
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within the motor to remove this heat. This is done by circulating
air or water through and/or around the motor. If this ventilation
or water circulation is obstructed or insufficient, or the motor is
overloaded in some manner, excess heat will build up within the
motor.

Electrical conductors and coils within an electric motor are
separated from each other and from the motor frame by non-
conducting insulation materials to prevent short-circuiting and
electrical leakage. The greatest cause of decreased motor life is
excess heat, which damages insulation on the motor coil windings.
Insulation materials deteriorate due to oxidation, which occurs at
any temperature. However, the rate of oxidation increases very
rapidly with increased temperatures.

The maximum allowable total operating temperature limits
(ambient temperature plus internal temperature rise) as estab-
lished by Underwriters' Laboratories for the three classes of
insulations used in most agricultural motor applications are:

Insulation Allowable operating temperature
class °C

A
B
F

Service factors
Most electric motors list a "service factor" on the nameplate.

A service factor of 1.15 indicates that motor is designed to
operate continuously under normal conditions at an output load
of 115 of its horsepower rating without damage to itself.
However, for irrigation installations, the service factor basically
provides a margin of safety to allow for unforeseen or uncontrol-
lable field conditions In most irrigation applications, there is no
means of adjusting supply voltage for variatiops due to varying
loads on the line. Pumps may operate at ambient temperatures
well above 104°F and at elevations above 3,300 feet. Therefore,
use the service factor only as a "Factor of Safety" to allow for
uncontrollable variations in operating conditions.

Factors that increase motor heat
Ambient temperatureStandard motors are rated at sea level

in a surrounding temperature of 104°F (40°C). Temperatures
over 104°F add excess internal motor heat beyond design limita-
tions.

AltitudeInternal motor temperature rise increases about 1°F
(approximately 0.5°C) for each 330 feet increase in altitude above
sea level. Motors will operate within rated temperatures up to
3,300 feet (1,000 meters) altitude. Motors with a 1.15 service
factor can be operated safely at altitudes up to 9,000 feet at a 1.0
service factor and 104°F (40°C) maximum ambient temperature.

SunlightDirect radiation from the sun can easily increase
internal motor temperature by 10 to 20°F. A simple shade above
the motor which allows free air circulation around motor and
through motor ventilation openings is recommended. Painting
the motor a reflective white or light color also reduces solar
radiation heat.

OverloadingWhen horsepower output greater than the name-
plate rating is demanded of the motor, it will produce the extra
power but at a cost of internal temperature buildup. The approxi-
mate internal temperature rises due to excess loading of general-
purpose induction motors with Class A insulations are as follows:
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FRAME TYPE INS. ClASS IDOITIFICATION NO.

HP. RPM. VOLTS AMPS. CYC. S.F.

205 95
240 115
275 135
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Low voltage hazardsLow voltage delivered at motor termi-
nals causes motor to draw additional current in order to produce
and maintain output speed and power. This increased current
flow creates temperature buildup in the windingsfrom 1 to
2°F for each percentage the actual voltage is below rated voltage.
For example, a motor rated for 230 volts but operating on a line
voltage of 220 volts builds up an extra 5 to 8°F internal
temperature.

Determining temperature rise
Motors are designed with a built-in allowable increase in

temperature above the ambient or surrounding air during opera-
tion. This design rating is indicated on the nameplate as "temper-
ature rise," usually listed in °C. Motors with Class A insulation
are normally designed with a 40°C allowable temperature rise.
This means that under normal operating conditions, the internal
temperature of the motor under rated full load will increase by no
more than 40°C or 72°F above the ambient temperature. Therefore,
the maximum allowable internal temperature of a motor operat-
ing at full load at or below 3,300 feet elevation where ambient
temperature does not go over 104°F (40°C) should not exceed
176°F (104° + 72° = 176°F). This is well below the maximum
temperature limit of 205°F (95°C), and a 10- to 20-year motor life
may be expected.

However, for every 18°F (10°C) temperature rise above the
maximum internal temperature limit, the expected motor life is
reduced by one-half. Therefore, every hour of operation at inter-
nal temperatures exceeding the rated temperature will use up
motor life as follows:

°F above allowable Equivalent hours motor life
operating temperature per hour of operation

The irrigation pump motor with Class A insulation rated at
205°F, if operated continuously at 223°F, could be expected to
last only 10 years instead of 20. If operated at 259°F, it would last
only 2 to 3 years.

Effect of temperature rise on motor life
Here is a typical installation of an unshaded pump motor with

Class A insulation and rated for 230 volt service operating in a
field under the following conditions:
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altitude 4,000 feet

afternoon air temperature 105°F

direct radiation from sun on motor

pump installation loading motor at 115% of rated horsepower

supply voltage at motor measured at 214 volts (93% of motor
rating).

Under these conditions, the operating temperature of the
motor will be:

Ambient temperature 105°F
Altitude adds 12

Direct radiation from sun adds 15

Overloading (115% rated load) adds 99

Low voltage (93% rated voltage) adds + 10
Actual motor temperature 241

Safe allowable temperature 205
Degrees (F) above safe limit 36

Four hours of expected motor life will be used for every hour
of operation under these conditions.

Sizing electric motors
Electric motors are manufactured in the following standard

horsepower-rated sizesi, 1½, 2, 3, 5, 7½, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30,
40, 50, 60, 75, 100, 125, 150, 200, and 250 horsepower. The
actual horsepower required for an irrigation pump often does not
coincide with a standard-size electric motor. It then becomes
necessary to choose between the two motor sizes nearest the
power requirement of the pump. The lower horsepower choice
produces a motor that will be overloaded; the other, a motor not
loaded to capacity. Normally, there is little difference in cost of
operating two different size motors doing the same amount of
work if both motors are operating within a range of 85 to 115%
of rated load. When demand is determined by actual motor
output as measured on a demand meter, there is no difference in
the demand charge. There will be a difference, however, when
demand is based on nameplate horsepower rating. Although the
motor with the higher horsepower rating costs more, the differ-
ence in cost for it compared to the smaller motor carrying a 10 to
15% overload can usually be justified as very economical insur-
ance when prorated on a cost-per-acre basis over a 20-year period.
By selecting an undersized motor, a portion of the motor life may
have to be sacrificed in order to supply adequate water to crops
during peak requirements.

Overload protective devices
Thermal protective devices embedded in the motor windings

are available as an integral part of the motor or may be added to
existing motors. These heat-sensing devices detect the actual internal
temperature of the motor. When connected to the starting
contactor, they cause the contactor to "drop out" or open when-
ever the maximum safe temperature within the motor is exceeded.
Although these protective devices will assure maximum motor life
by stopping the motor under high temperature conditions, it may
not be desirable to use them for motors known to operate under
overloaded conditions unless it is acceptable to shut the pump
down until ambient air temperature drops.

Summary
Major conditions that affect the service life of an electric

pump motor are: (1) supply voltage; (2) ambient temperature; (3)
overloading; and (4) ventilation. An irrigator has little control
over items 1 and 2. However, selecting the proper motor type and
size, controlling the applied load, protecting the motor from hot
sun, keeping the motor serviced and clean, and providing good
ventilation will help assure maximum motor life.

Rated load
°F

Temperature rise
°C

100 72 40
105 81 45
110 90 50
115 99 55
120 108 60
130 126 70
140 153 85
150 180 100

18 2
36 4
54 8

72 16




